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The Making of  A Writer

Brendan Jackson looks into the memories of  David Christie Murray (1847-1907)

David Christie Murray was born in West Bromwich in 1847. Some 50 years later he described 
the locale as ‘a rather doleful hybrid of  a place - neither town nor country... a compact business-
like town now, and its spreading industries have defaced the lovely fringe of  country which used 
to be around it.’ Of  his childhood days he fondly recalled a ‘diamond stream’ in which he 
used to bathe but ‘now running ink, and giving forth vile odours.’ He described long summer 
afternoons shading into evenings, hearing the clank of  pig-iron being loaded into the boats 
on the canal at Bromford, the thump of  a steam hammer at nearby Dawes’s foundry. He 
remembered seeing half-naked figures sweating and toiling at the puddling furnaces, seeing 

poor nailmakers at work ‘in their own sordid 
back kitchens about the Ling or Virgin’s End.’
 As a youngster he made the acquaintance of  
the Tipton Slasher, William Perry (1818-1880), 
who ran a public house on Spon Lane (which 
was called ‘The Champion of  England.’ He 
recalled: ‘the Slasher’s house was the last on the 
right-hand side - a shabby, seedy place enough, 
smoke-encrusted on the outside and mean 
within, but a temple of  splendour all the same to 
the young imagination.’ Murray’s way to school 
led him past this public-house, by the Worcester 
and Birmingham Canal, the dividing line of  the 
parishes of  Smethwick and West Bromwich, and 
he was witness to several bare-knuckle contests 
in this locality. Several times he was ‘soundly 
flogged’ and ‘put on bread and water and held in 

solitary confinement’ for the misdemeanour of  visiting the Slasher and his pugilistic friends. 
 Murray later said that he had taken his first boxing lessons from the Champion himself  
and reckoned himself  a pretty good man with his hands if  need be. William Perry held a 
great attraction to the young Murray.  He said the man had a glamour that drew him with 
the attraction of  a magnet. He recalled that he had earned ‘one of  the soundest thrashings I 
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ever got in my life’ when he played truant and followed the Slasher to ‘a wretched little race 
meeting, held at a place called The Roughs, on the side of  the Birmingham Road...’  He 
described Perry as ‘a Hercules of  a man, with enormous shoulders, and his rough honest mid-
England features had a sort of  surly welcome in their look. But for an odd deformity he would 
have had the stature of  a giant; but he was hideously knock-kneed, and his shamble when he 
walked was awkward to the limits of  the grotesque.’
 One evening, he described seeing the Slasher eject ‘an enormous fat Frenchman from 
his door - one of  the colony of  artificers in glass which lived there at this time.’ (Murray is 
referring to Chance Glassworks). The Slasher took the fellow to the nearest bridge and dumped 
him down there on the wall. The Frenchman picked up a loose half  brick and tossed it at the 
Slasher, catching him between the shoulders. The Slasher then came back and with one punch 
toppled the Frenchman into the canal below. By the time the miscreant was fished out of  the 
water with the help of  a bargepole, he appeared quite sober, recalled Murray.   
 Murray’s father was a printer and stationer, and at the age of  12 he went to work for 
him in a ‘ramshackle, bankrupt, old printing office at home.’ His father would have been a 
bookseller ‘if  there had been any book buyers in the region.’ When he reached 18, he was 
then sent to London to compete his education in the printing business. Murray’s description of  
leaving home for the first time is highly eloquent:

‘It is like an exhibition of the biograph, in which the scenes depicted go by 
at such a racing speed that it is difficult for the eye to follow them. There 
is an instantaneous vision of the old kitchen, seen at some abnormal 
unaccustomed hour of early morning in the winter-time. Three o’clock on 
the morning of January 3, 1865. A gas-lit scene of bustle and hurry. Gone. 
A minute’s waiting in a snow-powdered road, carpet-bag in hand, and 
four-horsed coach ramping along with a frosty gleam of lamps. A jingle of 
harness, and an adventurous tooting from the guard’s horn, as if a charge 
was being sounded. Gone. Snow Hill, Birmingham, all white and glistening. 
An extraordinary bustle and clamour. A phantasmagoria of strange faces 
and figures. Gone. A station all in darkness, but full of echoes and voices. 
Gone. A buffet at Oxford, and an instantaneous glimpse of people scalding 
their throats with an intolerable decoction called coffee extract. The figure 
of an imperious guard with a waving lamp. The vision of a stampede. Gone. 
Then an interlude of sleep, during which an orchestra plays dream music, 
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with a roll, roll, roll of wheels as a musical groundwork to the theme. 
Then Paddington, in a fog - a real London particular, now for the first time 
seen, felt, tasted, sneezed at, coughed at, wept over. Distracted biographic 
figures rampant everywhere. Gone. A vision of streets, populous, and full 
of movement, but half-invisible in a pea-soup haze, through which the 
gas that takes the place of daylight most ineffectually glimmers. Gone. 
Then a room, still gas-lit when it should be broad day; a table spread with 
napery none too clean; a landlady in a dressing-gown and curl-papers; and 
breakfast.’

 It is here in the capital that Murray encounters Charles Dickens, once in Cheapside, the 
great writer studying a stereographic photograph of  himself  in a shop window, and then on a 
coach travelling from Thame to Oxford.
 As a young man, within a few months Murray soon gets bored of  picking up type from 
‘a frowsy printing office when the picture-gazing fit was on me.’ He often shirks his duties ‘for 
the vicious pleasure of  a long day’s intercourse with Turner in the National Gallery, or for a 
lingering stroll amongst the marbles at the Museum.’ He meets a young lady and proposes 
marriage, and is rejected. 
 Soon after this, in May 1865 he enlists in the Army and finds himself  sent to Ireland 
to serve with the 4th Royal Irish Dragoon Guards. He finds life in the army is not at all to his 
taste. He finds that as someone with ‘the inclination to be smart and quick at duty’ and with ‘an 
education a little better than that of  the average ploughman’ is to quickly invite the ‘hostility of  
the non-commissioned officers of  the time.’ Before long, a great aunt purchases his discharge 
and he returns to the Black Country. (Fortunately he is also shortsighted, so the Army is not 
so keen to retain his services). He then begins his career in journalism almost by accident. He 
attends a public meeting for the local parliamentary election in Wednesbury, and after a bout 
of  heckling is embarrassed when one of  the candidates calls him a ‘drunken blackguard.’ 
Murray was sufficiently annoyed by this incident that he spent much of  the night thinking of  
‘scorching phrases’ for an appropriate retort. He recalled: ‘But the exercise afforded me no 
relief, and on the following day I sat down and wrote my first newspaper article. We had in our 
new-made borough, in those days, one ineffective, inoffensive little weekly journal called the 
Wednesbury Advertiser, and I posted my article to the editor, who, as much to my surprise as 
my delight, printed it in all the glory of  leaded type.’ In this successful piece, he found his voice. 
He then continued to submit topical articles, along with prose, for no pay. When he heard that 
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George Dawson (‘his idol for years’) was to be editor of  the Birmingham Morning News in 
1871, he wrote and requested to join the staff.
 George Dawson (1821-1876), a nonconformist Baptist preacher, was a radical who 
believed in free education, public libraries, parks, and access to culture for all people. He was 
one of  the founder members of  Birmingham’s Shakespeare Library.  He was also unorthodox 
– even speaking to the Temperance Association in favour of  drink. Murray first heard him 
give a fine lecture on Tennyson at the Young Men’s Christian Association in West Bromwich. 
Then, accompanied by a friend, every Sunday he would go into Birmingham to hear Dawson 
preach at the Church of  the Saviour, a Unitarian church erected for him in Edward Street by 
his supporters. Murray wrote: ‘The trains ran awkwardly for us, and many scores of  times poor 
Ned and myself  walked the five miles out and five miles home in rain and snow and summer 
weather to listen to the helpful and inspiriting words of  the strongest and most helpful man I 
have ever known.’ 

For a few months he acted as Dawson’s ‘amanuensis.’ In his editor’s room, furnished with a 
Turkish carpet, Dawson would walk up and down in ‘an unclerical suit of  Irish homespun and 
beaded slippers,’ talking about some topic that he intended for the leader of  the newspaper; he 
then told Murray to take it away and make it into a column. Murray took no notes, stating he had 
the verbal memory of  a steel rat-trap. Dawson soon offered Murray a sub-editor post, setting 
him to work on reporting police cases as a junior reporter. Murray wrote of  this experience: 
‘In the police court, at inquests in the little upper rooms of  tenth-rate public-houses, and in the 

Left: George Dawson; right: Church of  the Saviour, Birmingham, (from The Life of  George Dawson, Wright Wilson, 1905)
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hospitals which it was my business to visit nightly, I began to learn and understand the poor. I 
began on my own account to investigate their condition, and as a result of  one or two articles 
about the Birmingham slums, was promoted at a bound from the post of  police-court reporter 
to that of  Special Correspondent. Six guineas a week, with a guinea a day for expenses, looked 
like an entry into Eldorado.’
 In 1872 Murray attends a hanging at Worcester Prison - the first private one in the 
region, public executions having been abolished by the Capital Punishment Amendment Act 
of  1868. Murray found it to be an appalling experience. The man to be executed is a labourer 
who murdered his wife – ‘He borrowed a razor from a friend, went to the place, and nearly 
severed her head from the body,’ as he put it. Murray wrote: ‘I shall not forget the sensation 
that overcame me as I left the gaol on the night before the man was to be hanged. It was wintry 
weather and a storm was breaking. The sky seemed, in fact, to be racked with the storm clouds.  
But through them there was one open space with one bright star visible. That star seemed 
to carry a promise of  something beyond, and I went away somewhat uplifted, though sick 
and sorry notwithstanding.’ The following day he returns to find the terrified prisoner being 
pinioned by his executioner, William Calcraft - who goes about his business ‘as calmly to all 
appearance as if  he had been a tailor fitting on a coat’ – and then led to the scaffold.
 ‘I pray God I may never see such a sight again,’ Murray wrote. ‘The man was just 
one shake of  horror.’ He watches the prison chaplain (who had ‘over-primed himself  with 
stimulant’) walking in front reciting the Prayers for the Dead, the ‘poor condemned wretch’ 
approaching the nineteen creaking newly-tarred black steps to the scaffold. The prisoner says 
to the warder, ‘I can’t get up’ and the warder responds with a friendly slap on the back and says 
to him, ‘You’ll get up right enough.’ Calcraft places the white hood over the prisoner’s face, 
then shakes his bound hand, arranges the noose around his neck, comes back down the steps 
and pulls another rope that releases the trapdoor.       
 The next day Murray reads in another newspaper that ‘the prisoner met his fate with 
fortitude’ but he himself  writes, ‘Yet I never in my life saw anything so utterly abject as that 
man’s terror.’ Murray would not forget this first close encounter with death. He later notes: 
‘The white cap fitted close to his face, and the thin white linen took a momentary stain of  
purple, as if  a bag of  blackberries had been bruised and had suddenly exuded the juice of  the 
fruit. It sagged away a moment later and assumed its natural hue.’
 For his own newspaper, Murray just writes three small-type columns - ‘three columns 
of  leaded minion’ - describing the execution ‘with a studied minuteness.’ Of  the hangman 
that day, he says: ‘that ghoul of  a Calcraft, with his disreputable grey hair, his disreputable 
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undertaker’s suit of  black, and a million dirty pin-pricks which marked every pore of  the skin 
of  his face.’
 Not long after this, in entirely different circumstances, he encounters the fearsome local 
hangman George Smith, who had been at one time an apprentice to Calcraft. Murray married 
in 1871 and has some property in trust for his infant daughter, the rents collected weekly by ‘a 
lame clockmaker.’ The hangman - known in the trade as ‘Throttler Smith’ and sometimes also 
called the ‘The Dudley Higgler’ - lives in one property between Rowley Regis and Dudley. ‘At 
one time my business often led me along that road,’ recalled Murray, ‘and I was familiar with 
the figure of  a great, sprawling, muscular-looking, idle fellow, who, whenever I passed him, 

was leaning across the garden-gate in his shirt 
sleeves and smoking. He seemed to have no sort of  
employment, and, though I did not notice it at the 
time, it occurred to me afterwards, when I knew 
the truth about him, that I had never seen him 
exchange so much as a passing salutation with a 
single human creature.’ The clockmaker reports 
this particular tenant is well overdue his rent and 
Murray finally decides to collect it himself. He 
finds Smith lounging at his gate as he arrives. 
Murray notices the clockmaker lagging far behind 
and unwilling to approach the hangman. Smith 
(pictured left) hands over a bag of  coins, saying to 
Murray, ‘That cove ’as never been a-nigh me this 
four months. The money’s always bin ’ere for ’im 
if  ’e’ed a-come for it. What d’you take me for? I 

ain’t a wild beast, am I? It’s Government work, and somebody’s got to do it.’ 
 It turns out the clockmaker, after discovering the nature of  Smith’s business, had paid his 
rent installments out of  his own pocket, rather than meet up with him. Before that he had been 
more than willing to share a friendly drink with the fellow.  Of  this occasion, Murray wrote: ‘I 
am not writing melodrama, but it is a simple fact that I have never seen a man more profoundly 
distressed. The hangman’s speech was broken and obstructed, his face worked strongly, and 
there was an actual glint of  moisture in his eyes. He and my collector had been cronies until his 
dreadful secret was surprised, and had shared many a friendly half-pint together. His ostracism 
seemed to have hit him hard. Even a hangman, one supposes, has some sort of  human feeling.’
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 Murray considered his first big story to be a colliery disaster on 23rd November 1871. 
He was about to leave the newspaper office in Birmingham when he was called back by one of  
the printing apprentices and told of  a mine on fire at Black Lake, not two miles from where he 
had been born. There was no suitable train running to West Bromwich, so he hired a hansom 
cab to take him there. As they approached he could see ‘a great  column of  smoke rising like 
the stem of  a giant mushroom and over it a canopy of  smoke like the  mushroom’s top,  and as 
I  drew near I could see that the lower part of  the column was faintly irradiated by the flames 
at the  bottom of  the pit shaft.’  He made his way through the crowd of  onlookers, to find 
men moving a huge metal bucket containing several hundred gallons of  water and emptying it 
into the mine shaft. One of  the men called out, ‘This is no good, lads, we might as well stand 
round in a ring and spit at it. We shall have to get the Stinktors out. A man or two will have 
to go down.’ The Stinktors proved to be a primitive form of  extinguisher, little barrel-shaped 
objects about one foot by two, containing a gas to put out flames. Of  this Murray wrote: ‘any 
gas which was fatal to fire would in all probability be fatal to human life, I almost wondered if  
the men were mad.’              
 The fellow who had spoken out stepped into the iron bucket, which was to be lowered 
into the depths, and to which he was secured by a chain around his waist. Then, Murray wrote, 
‘he was smothered in heavy flannels which were tied about him with cords; the end of  a long 
coil of  dirty, oily, coaly, three-ply twine was fastened round his right wrist, and he was swung 
into the smoke. The word was passed to the engine-room, the little tin pot of  an engine began 
to pant and snort 30 or 40 yards away and the man dropped out of  sight.’ They waited at the 
top of  the shaft for a signal, a tug on the twine. Finally, the signal came and he was returned 
to the surface. He hung loosely from the chains, unconscious. He was dragged to the side and 
a bottle of  whiskey pressed to his lips. As he came to, another man quickly came forward and 
was lowered. Murray reported: 

‘He came back, as it turned out afterwards, blinded for life, but neither that 
nor anything that fear could urge could stay the rest, and man after man 
went down and faced that lurid smoke and hell of darkness undismayed, 
until at last their valour won the day and they brought out every man and 
boy and beast. One coaly giant yelled, ‘That’s the lot,’ when the last batch 
came up, and then the crowd went mad, weeping, cheering, dancing mad. 
I have seen many deeds of valour in my time, both in peace  and war, but 
I  have never seen anything to  match the Black Lake rescue for deliberate 
courage.’
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 However, men were still unaccounted; a roof  had collapsed near to the shaft, and the 
miners spent the next 24 hours digging a relief  tunnel. Once they reached the stable area, they 
found all 9 ponies there had suffocated from the fumes, and fires were still raging.  As they 
believed it unlikely that there could be any survivors, it was decided to flood the mine entirely. 
The fire was not put out until 20th December, when the bodies of  8 miners were recovered, the 
youngest being Thomas Haden, aged 12, from Swan Village, the oldest being Daniel Plant, 59, 
of  Claypit Lane.
 Murray was soon to leave the Black Country and Birmingham behind for London. His 
daughter died as an infant and he divorced his wife, marrying again in 1879. He made a name 
for himself  covering the Russo-Turkish War of  1877–1878 for ‘The Times’ and the ‘Scotsman’ 
then left journalism to concentrate on writing fiction, some of  his novels  set in the area of  his 
birth. 
 In later life, he reflected that: ‘If  I had only had the brains to know it, there lay before me 
as fine a field as any craftsman in the art of  fiction ever had a chance to glean in.’ For him, ‘no 
greater stroke of  luck could possibly have befallen a student of  the oddities of  human nature 
than to have been born in that desolate Black Country sixty years ago. Almost everybody was 
an oddity in one way or another and that defacing School Board which has ground the lower 
middle class of  England and its labouring population into one common monotony had not yet 
laid a hand upon the people. They spoke a very beautiful old English there, full of  the quaint 
plurals long since obsolete in most other places.’

Sources:

- Recollections, David Christie Murray, published by John Long Norris Street, Haymarket, 1908.

- The Making of  a Novelist: an experiment in autobiography, David Christie Murray, published 

by Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly, 1894.
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In the Black Lake mine disaster, once the miners were reached, the mine surveyor Henry Johnson (1823-1885), 
sketched the position of  the bodies where they lay before bringing them to the surface. It had taken him and his two 
assistants 3 days and nights of  toil to find them. Sandwell Community History and Archive Service hold a 
blueprint drawing from 1909 which is based on Johnson’s original sketch. 


